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This album is a combination of hip hop, contemporary gospel, with a blend of worship. 12 MP3 Songs

GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: As Artist We Are Known As Affecters!

(middle, left to right) Rachel Young, Eli (Elisha) Young, and Jay (Junious) Morton. Three individuals with

one aim and one goal, To be a positive Affecter to this world. Rachel and Eli are brother and sister they

were brought up as PK's (preacher kids) and started singing at an early age. Traveling around the world

with their father, allowed them to receive exposure to evangelism, that they exemplify now in their

ministry. Jay is a musician and preacher and also started singing early in life. He was always involved

with school variety shows, church workshops, and choirs nationwide. And now has taken the opportunity

to do a complimentary project with friends. The cd has a combination of styles from Hip Hop, R&B,

Contemporary Gospel, Worship. And on Track 12 Beautiful has been interpreted in spanish by Rachel, in

honor of her living mother and their spanish heritage. The message they want to leave with you,is that

your gift is never for you; it's for everybody passing. Music must come from the soul. You must

understand your purpose. For when you have no clear understanding of purpose, you abuse the purpose

God has in your life. So remember these names and remember their faces. They are working on some

upcoming individual projects. And are busy producing some new up coming artist. Other then singing and

playing they are CEO's of High Clazz Productions Inc. And are being used to help produce young artist,

grow in the talent and gift God has given them. So, we are encouraging you to come aboard and

participate. This is just the beginning...
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